Enforcement
Vehicle Type

Description

Requirements

Legal to Ride On

How to ID

Cite For

Legal Motorcycles

Motor vehicle
designed with a seat,
not more than 3
wheels (Excludes
mopeds and tractors).

Insurance, registration,
M/C
license/endorsement,
license plate, adhere to
all Traffic laws.

Any roadway.

M/C plate,
registration, VIN
matches registration
& insurance card.

All normal traffic
violations.

Illegal
Motorcycles
(Pocket Bikes,
some quads, etc.)

A motorcycle that
cannot meet MVD
requirements (i.e. no
VIN, inadequate
safety equipment, too
low to attach plates
12” above ground,
etc.)

Is a motor driven
cycle. To operate on
city streets it would
need registration,
insurance, MC license/
endorsement, adhere to
traffic laws. MVD
WILL NOT
REGISTER.

Private property
only.

Visibly smaller than
normal vehicle (seat
is often times less
than 2’ off ground),
no VIN, no
insurance, no
registration.

No registration, no
motorcycle
license/endorsement
, no insurance,
improper safety
equipment &
moving violations.

Moped

Bicycle with helper
motor less than 50
CC, Max. speed on
flat road of 25 mph.

D.L. when motor is
engaged, $5
registration for which
a decal will be issued,
insurance.

If motor engaged,
streets of 25 mph
or less. If
pedaling, it is a
bike.

Looks like a scooter
with pedals, must
have issued decal
displayed if motor is
engaged.

If engaged, no
vehicle in bike lane
or sidewalk. If not
engaged, bikes stay
to right of road, etc.
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Motor Driven
Cycle

A motorcycle with an
engine that produces
not more than 5 H.P.

Registered as a motorcycle,
plate, insurance, driver needs
M/C license, adhere to all traffic
laws.

Anywhere it
can maintain
the traffic
laws.

Small engine,
MC license
plate, valid
registration.

Any traffic
violations.

Motorized
Skateboard

Motorized skateboard
means a self-propelled
device which has a
motor or engine, a deck
on which a person may
ride and at least two
wheels in contact with
the ground.

No operator under 13; riders 1317 must wear helmet, protective
eye gear/footwear. Must be
driven between 8 am and sunset
(or 8 pm). Refer to Gilbert
Town code for additional
requirements.

Streets with
less than four
lanes and an
established
speed limit of
no more than
25 mph.

It looks like a
skateboard
with an engine.

Refer to Gilbert
Town code.

Play Vehicles

Any vehicle that is not
already defined by ARS
as a vehicle.

Same as Motorized Skateboards.

Same as
motorized
skateboards.

Has a deck.
May have
helper motor
with pedals.

Refer to Gilbert
Town code.

Electric
Personal
Assistive
Mobility
Device

Self balancing 2 wheel
electric with max.
speed of 15 mph (A
Segway).

May transport one person as a
pedestrian would travel.

Sidewalks,
crosswalks.

See Segway
photos.

Pedestrian
violations.
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Golf Cart
Operated
Incidentally to
Golf Course.

Four wheels and seats
not more then 4 people.

None.

Golf Course
or across
street
dividing golf
course.

Gas powered
Golf Cart, and
4 Wheeled
ATV’s.

Four wheels in contact
with ground, powered
by gas or lpg.

Must be registered, MVD
typically issues m/c plate.
Requires insurance, driver must
have valid driver’s license, and
must adhere to all traffic laws
applicable to motor vehicle.
Exempt from some equipment
laws such as windshield and
windshield wipers see Title 28.

Anywhere it
can maintain
the traffic
laws.

How to ID

Cite For:
See below if
not operated
incidentally to
golf course.

Four wheels
and gas
powered.

All normal
traffic
violations. See
municipal code
for private
property
violations.

Enforcement
Vehicle Type
Electric
powered Golf
Cart or
Neighborhood
Electric
vehicle.

Description
Powered by electricity

Requirements

Legal to ride
on

How to ID

Must be registered. Requires
insurance, driver must have valid
driver’s license, and must adhere
to all traffic laws applicable to
motor vehicle. Electric golf carts
are exempt from some
equipment laws such as
windshield and windshield
wipers.

Legal to ride
on roadways
w/35mph
speed limits

Four wheels
and powered by
electricity

Cite For:
All normal
traffic
violations

